trm~micsJtachnology. The ptinciple cFf
a p t i v e optics is of course also explained hem. Them are lots of mdlD
astronomy, a sectlon of a af reat 15matre submillimtre antenna, the latest
X-ray results from ROSATI gravitational
lenw, missing mass, Big Bang revisited, the end of the Universe, image
pmcasdng stations, etc.
The exhibitfan b grouped In a somawhat ~tnuugualway. Believing that the
vishrs come to have theft- curiosity
satisfied, the "mwers" to many "questions" are given, by @xtens!veuse of
a d l a n d didactical means. The public
will not only see beautiful pictures and
the sky and Its a b w ; there is also a
subWUal number of interaotlve asplay8 which saw6 to involve and attract
even those who have m parHcutar previous refationsto our scfmce. There we
several very reaUsttc experiments, e.g.
abemtion, pho&elWc llghtcurves of
an eclipsing binary, the origin of spectml
Hnea, etc.
Visit the exhibition, whsn you mrna to
Munbh-you will not tegreit it1
R. W T , ESOl
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Astronomical Observations in 2001
D. ALLOlN and T. LE BERTRE, Obsewatoire de Paris, Meudon, France
A forum organized by INSU with the
support of ESO was held in Paxis on
March 20, 1992. The motivation of this
one-day meeting was to resume the
discusdons within the astronomical
community about the future operating
modes of telescopes in the VL'6 era.
We enjoyed the visit d an important delegation from ESO Headquarters,
P. Shaver gave a revlew of the study
madea few years ago by theaVLTOperatlon Working Group" and of the concfusions reachedat that time. The operational modes were divided into three broad
classes: classical observing, remote observing and servlce observing. The respective adyanlagee and disadvantages
were d l ~ ~ m #and,
d at that time, the
concIwion was reached that all three
modeswould be necessary.To allow this,
It was important, in the conception of the
VLT, that na essential options be designed out and that innovative ideas bs
incorporated. Now, it la more and more
evident #tat fiexxbble scheduling will be a
central feature in the VLT oparatlons,
implylng servtce observing. However,
only the experience acquired with the
NIT and then with the VLJ will allow to
select the most efficient ways of obsenring and, mast probably, the VLT operations will start with classical modes.

M. Zolver reviewed the recent progresses made at ESO on the knowledge
of seeing statistics and on the
possibilitiesof smhg prediction. On the
latter, Wee methods are presently investigated: ststistical analysis, models
ot the atmospheric motions and warning
from a station located 30 km ehead of
the observatory in the dominant-wind
dimation. Wcwries about the effect of
levelling the Paranal summit on seeing
quality were expressed in the audience;
in fact, as seen through modelling of the
dnosphsric mations around the
summit with its new profile, the effect
shoutd n d be significative.
J. Breysmher described the present
situation of time allocation at ESO. With
13 telescopes flncludlng SEEIT) and 34
instrumental configudians, scheduling
is a complex task. Many csmstraints d
different nature (astronamlcal, logistic,
human, etc.) have to be fulfilled. One
simple change in the planning may lead
to its complete revision. In these conditions, flexible scheduling cannot be introduced straightfmardly. Nevertheless, it is presently tested on a limited
basis at the N l l so that experience
might be acquired. It is already apparent
that the changes of instrument must be
done rapidly (ina few minutes) md reli-

-

ably, that the standard procedures for
callbration b y e to be revised and that
expert systemswhich incorporatedl the
constraints have to be developed. Flexibile should not create Inamclency.
The following contribution, by Mrs.
k k e r (from the lnstitut National dm
TB1Bcomrnunications), was along the
line of expert systems. She reviewedthe
present situation of queue managing, a
completely new topic far most of us, but
with whkh we might have to get familiar
if we are to observe in the yews 2001 on
large instruments.
C. Boissan reported on her expwience with mrvice observing at #e British tdesoopes. She explained that this
m i c e requires from the potential users
a very detailed preparation of the observations and from the organbation which
offers it, a n or responding &Mng.
D. Baade reviewed the experience
acquired at ESO in remote obsming,
FrMn his talk, it was evident that remote
succsssftllly
control is already a
managed at ESO. Several questions
were raised by the audience, mainly on
the actual perfoman~esof this mode of
observations. In the case of the CAT+
CES, the users are presently requesting
mom remote observing than can be
handled at ESO Headquarters due to

